We propose a new design of quantum key distribution (QKD) -WDM-PON with "plug & play" scheme and synchronization. Simulations show that the design can improve the quantum key generation rate 3 -4 times over conventional schemes.
System Design
shows the schematic of our proposed synchronous QKD-WDM-PON using "plug & play" schemes. Note that two separate AWGs are adopted to avoid any possible crosstalk from the relatively high-power classical channels to the quantum channels. In the quantum communication part, one pair of single photon detectors (SPDs) are located at the OLT and shared by all the ONUs. With our proposed design, the quantum transmitters (Q. Tx) generate continuous wave light at different wavelengths, which are multiplexed with an AWG (AWG QT ) and are shaped into pulses at a repetition rate f rep with an amplitude modulator (AM). For each quantum pulse generated, all the synchronization transmitters (Sync. Tx) send synchronization signals over the conventional WDM-PON channels. The photo diode at the ONU side (PD S ) detects the synchronization signal and triggers the user"s phase modulator (PM A ) to encode the quantum information. The user then sends out a synchronization signal with the laser diode (LD S ) together with the returning quantum signal. At the OLT, the detection of the upstream synchronization signal triggers the phase modulator (PM B ) and the SPDs. If one of the SPDs clicks, the server records its bit value and its sender (i.e., which synchronization receiver (Sync. Rx) clicks). Compared with some previous QKD-WDM-PON designs [5] , our proposal has several advantages. First, each user in the network can have both classical and quantum communications simultaneously as the synchronization channel can carry classical data stream together with the quantum synchronization signals. This is because the classical communication usually uses much higher repetition rate comparing to quantum communication. There are many "idle time" between adjacent quantum synchronization signals that can host classical data signals. Second, the down-stream quantum signals can be very weak since the synchronization is implemented separately. One can then substantially reduce the backscattering noise. Therefore, the ONU does not need an optical storage loop (OSL), which is costly and reduces the performance, but is required by most "plug & play" QKD systems without dedicated synchronization channels [4, 5] . Finally, only one pair of single photon detectors (SPDs) are used in the PON system, and shared by all the users, significantly reducing the initial deployment and future upgrading costs. Note that, the number of SPDs that the OLT can use is flexible. The system performance can be improved by using more SPDs.
Numerical Simulation
We performed numerical simulations with the parameters from [6] to study the performance of our proposed system. Here we assume that the system adopts an ideal decoy state protocol [6, 7] . Due to its "plug & play" nature, we adopt the security analysis for untrusted source QKD [7] . Fig. 2 (a) shows the simulation results on the impact of the number of PON users on the secure quantum key rate, with PON transmission distance to be 30 km. We can see that with a typical PON (having 16 to 64 users), our design (the blue solid line) yields a key rate well above 1 bit per second, which is often considered as the bottom line for "acceptable" quantum communication systems. As a comparison, the performance of the QKD-TDM-PON [3] deteriorates rapidly as the number of users increases. Moreover, a QKD-WDM-PON using an OSL [5] will decrease the key rate per user by about 70% within the typical PON usage, if compared with our synchronization design. Fig. 2(b) shows the correlation between the PON transmission distance and the secure key generation rate. Here we assume that the PON has 32 users. We can see that at typical PON distances (green area in Fig. 2(b) ), the secure key generation rate of our design (the blue solid line) is well above 1 bit per second and substantially (3x-4x) greater than that of the QKD-TDM-PON scheme and a QKD-WDM-PON using an OSL within typical PON distance.
